
 Think about a day at school. 

 With your partner make a list of everybody you 
communicate with.

 What types of communication have you 
experienced in the day



 To give information
 To receive information
 To swap ideas
 To develop relationships



 Emma is 2. She enjoys helping mum in the kitchen 
while she is making lunch.  When she says “ can I get 
some fruit for you?” she puts her arms up and shouts 
“me me me“ while smiling. Her mum responds by 
picking her up and saying “ OK you take something 
yourself this time” 

1. How does Emma’s mum communicate 
with Emma? (Think about verbal and non-
verbal communication)

2.How does Emma communicate non 
verbally with her mum?

3. Describe the conversation using the 
communication cycle



 1. How does Emma’s mum communicate with 
Emma?

 2.How does Emma communicate non verbally 
with her mum?

 3. Describe the conversation using the 
communication cycle



Effective 
communication

Avoid jargon / 
technical terms

Use age appropriate  
language

Non 
discriminatory 

language

Use questioning 
effectively

Use skills to keep a 
conversation going

Understand 
cultural 

differences

Clear speech Avoiding slang

Active listening 
skills

Pace, tone + 
pitch



 https://youtu.be/W1RY_72O_LQ

 https://youtu.be/1aOuMTB2qHo

 https://youtu.be/mNlsWsY25is

 https://youtu.be/lJN6g0V5Q-U

 https://youtu.be/xCBQUGvZU7k

https://youtu.be/W1RY_72O_LQ
https://youtu.be/1aOuMTB2qHo
https://youtu.be/mNlsWsY25is
https://youtu.be/lJN6g0V5Q-U
https://youtu.be/xCBQUGvZU7k


factor explanation

Clear speech pronouncing words correctly, sounding the ends of words

Avoid slang Not using language that only local people use eg minger

Avoid jargon Talking to people using complicated words that only the 
same type of person will be able to use

Pace How quickly/ slowly you speak

Tone This tells people how you are feeling

Pitch Change this to emphasise feelings / importance



factor explanation

Not discriminatory 
language

Don’t tell jokes about different races, might find it 
offensive

Active listening Shows you are listening and that you use words to 
encourage communication eg lean forward, eye 
contact, asking Q’s

Effective questioning Use of open/ closed Q’s

Use skills to keep a 
conversation going

Checking understanding, encouraging sounds, nodding
etc

Understand different 
cultures

Not embarrass yourself/ person by showing ignorance 
of their cultures eg sending a Muslim a Christmas 
card

Age appropriate 
language

Use different language depending on who you are
talking to



 You are to talk to your neighbour for 1 minute 
on any topic of your choice.

 Try to make sure you include as many of the 
factors that make an effective communication

 Swap over

 Q how many factors did you include?



 What type of communication would you use ?
a) Talking to a doctor?
b) Talking to the dinner ladies?
c) Talking to you mum?
d) Talking to your friends?
e) Talking in an interview?
f) Talking to an elderly resident?
g) Talking to a parent of one of your pupils?
h) Talking to a shop assistant?
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